
L'interval 

11-10-14 

Day two Session 01 

He's going to try and link the extracts that we've sent in. 

He thanks everyone who sent the clips in as there was a lot of work in it. 

Yesterday we looked at how the film maker works with the distance between figures and camera

Miss Oyu by Mizogochi. 

A great film maker of the interval. 

He shots are often constructed around two or three 'poles'

His Mis en scene is extremely precise.

We could do this whole project entirely on his work alone. 

The clip details with a mistaken identity love story. 

You could do a very nice exercise on blocking based round this clip. 

Drawing up the movement on a floor plan. 

It was very much more theatrical than cinema. 

The numbers of people on stage, 3 then 2 then one. 

Shooting it laterally also gives it some other qualities. 
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Taking away the sound and the subtitles we would still understand the story by the interval 

between the characters. 

Several types of Interval identified:

• The distance between the painter and their model

• A romantic encounter

• Separation

• Duel - face to face

• Chase - based purely around the interval

• I see something which makes me suffer as I can not affect what I'm seeing. 

Emotional choices

The painter and their model

Clip from - Shara - Asian film by Naomi Kawase 

The way the camera follows the line of the body of the model

Utamaro by Mizoguchi also looks at this.  A stamp painter.   Who looses his inspiration and has no 

desire to paint.

A double interval between the men watching and the girls and …?

To enable the creation of desire we need the distance. 

We've left geometric intervals, and we're in to a negotiation of space.

Second clip from Utamaro 
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Objects that mask.  A translucent screen in this clip. 

The director paints by framing her in the translucent screen with its demarcations. 

We are affraid because of the element of touch. 

He wants to touch the form and then he takes back the distance between them.

It's very cultural specific. 

Clip 3 - Utamaro or Miss Oyu (I can’t recall)

A three pointed triangle which gets tighter and tighter. 

It's a question of dynamic space. 

The touch ejects her from the space.   The two who touched go off and the one who wasnt is left 

to go away on her own. 

X y and z axes in play at all times in these clips. People up down and in out.

Clip from - The Kid - Chaplin - the abduction sequence

A slap which separates the character. 

An interval between a couple we believe indivisible. This is traumatic. 

A space which repels. At the end when Chaplin advances on the driver. 

Clip from - Saraband - Bergman  Cello Section 1hr19mins in

Based on incest. Eeek. 
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This is when the daughter goes off to a school.  

The scene is between the two playing cellos together. Face to face. 

The moving of the chairs as a closing of intervals. 

The father moved the chair closer to her. 

It was very creepy. 

Subjective interval created by camera close up.

At the end of clip the cello and her on her own as the father sits further up the x axis. 

Romantic Encounters 

A situation which is universal.  A brutal change of space. 

The interval between two characters.   Think of the opening scene of Barry Lyndon. 

Clip from - Barry Lyndon

He shows the clip of Barry and the old rogue having tea outside with the woman of interest in the 

distance. 

He also mentions the card game. 

There are two ways of resolving the interval in this clip. 

The voice also leads us through it.

There's a zoom in.  

Then the group walks towards him after a medium shot on him alone.  We are in his subjective 

gaze. 
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Clip from - Nouvelle Vague - Goddard 

A clip on the roadside. 

The tree comes in to shot. 

Very indulgent clip. 

The use of the tree and then their arms taking the form of the tree in some ways. 

The tree is more important than the characters. 

It obscures the interval between the two characters. 

Le Diable Au Corps by Marco Bellocchio is mentioned as a film to look at.

The opening scene is supposed to be very good.  [It has a carrying sound thing that is interesting] 

A couple meeting romantically when in between them appears some one who wants to commit 

suicide by jumping off or someone. 

In occidental art we have the notion of perspective and its shattering. 

What is perspective?  The plain of subjects in a shot with a measurable distance between.

In the mid 19th century artists started to play about with this.  And the question was asked am I 

obliged to respect perspective?  

In the cinema it was the camera which mechanically reproduces perspective. 

In Asia it's otherwise.  They have their own ways of seeing they're not perspective based.

Things are placed in a non perspective based space, there's a gap in the centre?

There it is the space between the figures / subjects which is important. 

Asian film makers use the camera, the western object, which mechanically reproduces perspective. 
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Some Asian film makers say that is not for them, field against field. 

They try to subvert the camera. 

There are those that try to work against the geometrical perspective. Not even experimental 

cinema, just normal everyday cinema. 

A figure in the centre in western cinema. 

Shot and counter shot

A clip from -  Three Times - Hou Hsiao Hsien - Pool game 

Pool / Snooker as a game of the interval. 

The space that becomes the drama. 

The tensions between the characters is represented by the game

Scorsese does it differently he goes for shot, reverse shot etc. think of Deniro at the pool side in 

Raging Bull or the game of pool scene in Mean streets. 

We rarely film what is between the figures to define their relation and their drama. 

Clip from - L’Atalante - Jean Vigo

On such a boat it's difficult to film the space and detach the characters. 

Establishing one convention of space and then going to the contrary. 

The complete lack of interval in terms of imagined space as the bride appears under water. 
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The two getting ready for bed in their own spaces very far apart from each other. 

It is a real interval of location?

The images superimposed on each other giving the idea of an intimacy. 

Lovely. 

Then he breaks it with a lovely big run through space along the quay wall. 

A game of cat and mouse between the film maker and the figure. 

Back to l'aventura

Car travelling down the road. 

The distance between camera and car. 

How it approaches slowly. 

Horror being a very fine example to look at in this. 

The aim is to keep the threat away from you, the drama comes when the thing finds ways to get to 

you to sneak up on you. 

The chair square game.   As a good way to look at this. 

There's s coldness to geometric spaces.   Very interesting. 

Clip two from Three Times

Two lovers under an umbrella. 

Then their hands in close up. 

They link slowly. 

In the wide shot that it returns to its very cold. 
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The Crucified lovers by Mizoguchi?

Amants crucifies

Passions in play in relation to space. 

Separation causing anxiety. 

Then searching. Then finding. 

Ninja Kitty as a perfect example of the interval in operation. 

Worth setting up a look at

[Holy grail clip of terry Jones running. ]

A lover left behind while the the other lover is ripped from them. 

Clip from - Bridges of Madison County - Clint Eastwood. 

Seeing each other in the rain at the petrol station. 

Proximity of the cars, too. 

Michelle's example of the railway children

Hidden distance.   Signified by the crucifix in the window on the rear view mirror. 

Super subjective moment. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=XrQiZyR3kWM#t=4099
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzzjgBAaWZw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jAqyy-OJrec


Then one or two shots which show the reality of the distance. 

When we don't know if characters are going to get together or not. 

The Woman Next Door by Truffaut. 

Shopping trolleys 

Instead of moving the camera he moves the characters. 

Placement I relation to the central pillar and light. 

Robert McKee's interpretation of left and right and screen positions. - Mark’s example 

Different verbs to describe camera movements.  As an exercise. 

Storyboard exercise, mark the blocking and then act it out. Put your own text over the Top of it to 

justify the movements.   Use one of the Mizoguchi clips?

Shadow as a means of interrupting intervals. 

Imagine tie shadows that touch while their owners are apart but really want to touch.  Based on 

their real movements. 

Film studies for free - blog 

Catherine Grant filmstudiesff on Twitter. 

Mizoguchi Working with sound off screen the suggested space through sound. 
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With the blocking exercise, what focal length do you set the camera at to get it to be the same as 

the original, respecting the figures moving up and down etc. 

L’invedia - Envy (kind of) as a concept 

The idea of suffering because we can't be within the film to sort it out.

We are by definition excluded. 

Looking in with desire. The spectator's desire to be part of. 

Clip from - Kikujiro - Takeshi Kitano

The characters placed stationary like chess pieces. 

Then when he moves you see the space is much bigger. 

Very like fisher king when he's watching her from afar. 

Watching through the window as she eats her food.

Here Kitano is half way between the boy and what he's watching, he's the agent of space. 

Think of the 8th day and how Auteil watches his ex-wife from outside the house. 

Music serving to work with emotion. 

Kes with the boy in goal playing no part of the game. 
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